African urbanization has accelerated the reality of mega-cities. These cities with their multi-storeyed mixed-use 'mega-projects' are an attempt to improve upon the sprawl of apartheid township models and reduce subsequent distances to business centres. Although these peripheral developments attempt at mixed-use and mixed-housing within a 'garden city' environment, policy makers see the alternative high-densification strategies through an economic, technical and functional lens. Furthermore, these designs continue ideas of peripheries and centres, albeit within the periphery itself. Moreover, mega-housing devices exchange the one-house-one-plot for one-block-one plot, which arguably exacerbates socio-economic, racial and generational divisions.

To promote these schemes, advertising mediates an urban mythical future based on past suburban paradisiac images. Historically such images were political and contradictory to archetypal myths. Ironically, media has normalized these urban models. Informal occupation of land with shack settlements sprawled out on grided plots exemplifies this. Yet in their research agenda, developers have not included the actual underlying socio-cultural narratives that inform an ‘African dream’. This paper enquires whether past
associations with land can be reconciled with images of belonging to mega-housing. Within the urgency of housing shortages, this research postulates that in order for society to appropriate and developers to make mega-housing, an alternative urban reading is required. Researchers will need to ground such a theory in archetypal myths, lessons of urban pasts and society’s own informal attempts at resolving housing demands.

Firstly, the exploration critically analyses mega-cities and their mega-projects in relation to their portrayal in advertising images. Then particularly in South Africa, the paper identifies the physical (utopian and political) and non-physical (archetypal and narrated) representations that disseminate societal housing. Thereafter, the paper highlights the repercussions of housing myths. Finally, an alternative urban ‘myth’ is proposed.
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